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Education with a Purpose
Following;s

In

a shortened

version of Pres. J.B. Hulst's

1983 convocation

address.

April 1983. the National Commission on Excellence in Education presented a report
concerning the quality of education in America. Entitled A Nation at Risk: The Imperative for Educational Reform, the document deciared that' 'the educational foundations
of our society are presently being eroded by a rising tide of mediocrity that threatens our
very future as a nation and as a people."
The findings of the Commission were divided into four categories: 1) the content of
education is being diluted; 2) average student achievement has been declining; 3)
students spend little time on their school work; and 4) the working life of teachers is on
the whole unacceptable. All of this has led educational researcher Paul Hurd to conclude:
"We are raising a new generation of Americans that is 'scientifically and technologically
illiterate. "
,
The report also seeks to answer why this has happened to American education. Mention is made of "confusion of vision" and "lack of leadership."
But repeatedly it is
stated that American education is disintegrating because it has "lost sight of its basic
purpose." It is this lack of purpose which has caused us to become "a nation at risk."
All of this raises questions for us: what is our purpose as a college, as a Christian
academic community? Are we, along with others, without purpose and vision? Or do we
indeed have a purpose which shapes our life and academic work at Oordt College?
The answer is clear. Yes, we do have a purpose, a vision which is clearly expressed in
our statement of purpose, The Educational Task of Oordt College. This statement, which
is clearly based upon the Bible, declares that God through Jesus Christ has summoned
the redeemed to work in and care for the creation according to the demands of His Word.
The ability of the redeemed to care for the creation depends, however, upon insightinsight which is provided through education. While education pervades all of life, the
school is the sphere where education has become institutionalized. It is the purpose of the
school, therefore, to focus on the process of gaining and transmitting insight so that the
redeemed may be qualified to care lor and develop God's creation Kingdom.
If the redeemed are to be prepared for the stewardship of the creation through
education, they must take courses which focus on the structure of the created order;
courses which investigate man's response to God's call to service; and courses which
provide insight into various vocational and professional tasks. Education must also provide insight into a number of the most crucial problems of our age. This would include such
problems as the energy question, the role of the media, and the Impact of technology.
This evening, however, I am thinking especially of the problem of nuclear war-a
problem which should certainly concern all who take seriously the mandate to care for the
creation. Jonathan Shell describes this problem quite clearly in The Fate of the Earth.
While we must reject Shell's perspective, we cannot deny the reality of what he sets forth.

- On August 6, 1945 a fission bomb was detonated above Hiroshima. By today's standards it was a small
bomb, but it was large enough to transform this city of 340,000 people into a hellish inferno.
- Since 1945 the number of bombs has grown until there are now some fifty thousand war heads in the
world. These war heads possess the explosive yield of roughly twenty billion tons of TNT, which is one
million six hundred thousand times the yield of the bomb that was dropped on the city of Hiroshima.
- Bearing in mind the possible consequences of the detonation of thousands of megatons of nuclear explosives, a full scale nuclear holocaust could lead to the extinction of mankind.

Why do I choose this occasion to speak concerning the problem of nuclear war?
Because this problem is of direct concern to us as a Christian college. We have seen that
it is the purpose of the school to transmit insight by means of which the redeemed may be
qualified to care for the creation and all creatures in it. The nuclear peril we have
described threatens that creation and its creatures. Therefore it is our duty before God to
gain ins~ght into this problem, arrive at solutions which are normed by the Word of God,
and thus prepare Christian young people to deal with and give leadership in regard to this
life-and-death matter. Not only concerning nuclear war, but concerning all the problems
of our age, w'e must provide students with the kind of Biblical insight that will enable them
to carry out their tasks effectively in a complicated world.
But, don't you see? If this is our purpose as a Christian college, we as administration,
faculty, and students may not be satisfied with the mediocrity which characterizes much
of contemporary education.
We as laculty are involved in the transmission of insight which must qualify Christian
young people to fulfill their office as caretakers of God's creation. This means we must
work hard in the development of a curriculum which reflects the created order; we must
struggle together to understand the creation and its history; we must concentrate upon
communicating to our students a vision for the Kingdom and a desire to carry out their
tasks in service and loving obedience to their Lord.
An exciting and challenging task awaits you as students: caring for the various aspects of
the creation. Your education at Oordt is intended to prepare you for that task. But pre'
paration for such work obviously requires that you reject mediocrity for the sake of excellence.
There is an aspect of the creation which God has assigned to your care and stewardship.
Such an assignment demands your best.lnterms of academic work and preparation.
Education in America is plagued by a rising tide of mediocrity, primarily because it is
education without a purpose. Education at Oordt College is education with a purpose.
Therefore it must be education marked by excellence. But there is a danger in striving for
excellence. The danger is that we will seek excellence for the sake of personal or institutional
recognition. Excellence can produce a spirit of elitism. The only protection against such a
danger is a Biblical understanding of stewardship. It is true that we must care for the
creation. But we exercise that care only as stewards of God. We have a mandate from God. We
work as servants of God. We are answerabie to God. We seek the glory of God. Soli Oeo
G10rial To God alone be the gloryl That must be the purpose of education at Oordt College!
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A new year begins
All summer long Dordt's campus
prepares to welcome back rested
students. Flowers that were sparse
and spindly
in May grow into
patches of vibrant color by late
August. Maintenance
crews consisting
primarily
of work study
students clean, paint and work the
grounds.
Administrators
and
secretaries prepare class schedules
and housing
assignments,
and
get ready for registration
day.
Faculty members slow their pace
slightly, but keep busy studying
and preparing for the new years'

courses.
Year follows year, but each time
there is a newness that contrasts
with the familiar memories of last
year. One notices
new things,
meets new people, sets new goals,
anticipates
new
beginnings.
Teachers, who ended the year with
some weariness,
walk with
a

New core courses
required this year

Students
and faculty
eagerly anticipate
Mike Cassidy's annual outdoor barbecue.

The cover watercolor was painted
structor, Sandra Vander Mey.

by art in-

The
Voice, an outreach of Dordt
College, is sent to you as alumni and
friends of Christian Higher Education.
The
Voice is published
in October,
December, March and June to share information about the programs, activities
and needs of the college.
Editorial Committee
Sally Jongsma, editor
Deb Butler, assistant editor
Sandra Vander Mey, art director
Lyle A. Gritters,
Vice President for Development
Publications Council
Abraham Bos
David Campbell
Howard Hall
Rockne McCarthy
Quentin Van Essen
Randall Vander Mey
Delmar Vander Zee

This fall Dordt instituted a new
set of general education requirements
(GER)_. These are core
courses that each student musf
include in his or her proqrarn.
The new GER is the result of an
on-going study by the faculty of
how
Dordt
College
can best
provide quality Christian education.
Three of the courses introduced
this year arose directly out of
discussions
about how to implement the college's Statement of
Purpose (also see page 7). These
courses consciously try to avoid
passing on isolated information by
providing an overview from which
students can see the usefulness
and meaning of skills and details
they must learn in a particular area.
They also
emphasize
the
interrelatedness
of every part of
creation. The three courses are:
General Studies 10, which gives a
broad overview of college work;
Philosophy 201, which teaches an
integrated Christian world view;
and General Studies 300, which
focuses on the concrete relevance
of education for the student's life
as a Christian in our society.
In addition to these courses, the
GER contains revised core requirements
in different
disciplines;
some courses have been dropped
and
others
_added.
Increased
proficiency
in computer science,
math,
writing,
speaking
and
thinking skills have been added to
help students become better prepared for their
life work. Introducing non-western history and
strengthening
the
foreign
language
requirement
will
hopefully
increase
students'
awareness of the interdependence
of our world and their place in it.
The new GER represents
a
commitment
not only to further
develop
a
uniquely
Christian
curriculum, but also to strengthen
the academic quality of Dordt's
education.

springier
step as the new year
begins. Three hundred sixty-five
freshmen
walk around
campus
with just a touch of uncertainty.
Returning students, clad in colorful
garb, bring renewed life. The start
of another year is invigorating;
it
presents
new
challenges
and
renews enthusiasm.

fl

a
President
community
address.

Hulst
addresses
in an insightful

the college
convocation
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Dordt begins new outreach
to the Christian community
Dordt College is undertaking at
least one new venture this year. In
an effort to inform more Christians
about
the
college,
we
are
publishing a new Voice. The Voice
has been the official publication of
Dordt for many years, but beginning with this issue, we are expanding its circulation to include
all Christian
Reformed
church
members and many other Reformed
Christian supporters.
However, we're doing more than
expanding the number of readers,
we're also changing the format of
the Voice. We are increasing the
size of the paper and the number of

pages in each issue to better
communicate
information
about
the program, needs, activities, and
progress
of
Dordt
College.
Through this publication
we hope
to acquaint you with the Christian
vision that is working to' shape our
learning and living.
The Voice will be published in
October,
December, March and
June. Only the October and March
issues, however, will be sent to the
entire
Christian
Reformed
denomination.
We invite you to
read these issues and ask that you
prayerfully support the work that
goes on here at Dordt.
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Serrano is initiated

into college life.

Enrollment figures are up at Dordt
Enrollment is a common concern on college campuses as a
new year begins. There are projected
figures
and
registered
students,
but when registration
day is over there can still be some
surprises.
For Dordt the surprise
was
pleasant again this year. Final
figures cannot be determined until
several weeks after school starts,
but the tentative enrollment
for
1983-84 is 1113 students v-an increase of nearly forty over last
year. In a time of declining private
college enrollment, Dordt is thankful to have this many students.
Students come to Dordt from all
over North America. Most of them
graduatE! from a Christian
high
school and then come to Dordt to
complete their education. But each
year there are also those who
come from a different background
or who come when they are older.
This year there are two new
students who came for special
reasons.

Guillarmo Serrano Vergara came
to Dordt this fall from Santiago,
Chile. A native of Chile, he attended
the Juan Calvina Seminary in that
country and then served as a
minister for seven years.
Serrano's studies at Dordt are
being sponsored by the Back to
God
Hour
and
several
area
Christian Reformed churches. He
is a possible candidate for broadcast ministry in the CRC through
the Back to God Hour.
Steve Morphew, a twenty-six
year old man from Sioux Center,
decided to continue his education
at Dordt this year. He is married
and has a young daughter. Within
the past year, Steve has become
blind 9Scause of a hereditary condition, retinitus pigmatosin. Steve
has had to make many adjustments
in his life, one of which involved
going back to school. Steve and
his dog, Bo, have already become a
regular part of the daily activity on
Dordt's campus.
Sl
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Wayne Tinga is one of the two
new professors in the engineering
department. Tinga hails from the
University of Alberta where he
taught for thirteen years.
Tinga made the decision to accept the position last fall. "1
trusted the Lord," he said, "and
there is no question in my mind
that I made the right decision."
He holds a bachelor's, master's,
and a doctorate degree in etectrical engineering from the Unlversity of Alberta. He is also a Fellow
of the International Microwave
Power Institute. He has been a

New
faculty

research consultant
power for industrial,

Wayne

John Kok

John Kok joins the philosophy
-department this year, replacing
John Van Dyk, who is on leave in
Germany.
Aithough Kok, his wife Susan,
and children Vanessa, Jennifer,
Andre, Sarah and Emily have
recently arrived here after twelve
years in the Netherlands, their
roots are in North America. Susan
was raised near Toronto and attended Trinity Christian College
and Calvin College. John grew up
in Chicago, graduated from Trinity
and went on to the Free University
in Amsterdam for graduate work.

Tinga

in microwave
scientific and

medical application since 1968.
This semester Tinga is teaching
the electrical engineering courses
including Introduction to Digital
Circuits and Microprocessors, and
Circuit Tjieory. He also hopes to

He received the doctorandus
degree in phiiosophy in 1978 and is
presently working to finish his
doctorate.
Why would two North Americans
go to Holland? For a couple of
reasons, Kok said. "We were
iooking
for
the
kind
of
philosophical
perspective that
professors such as Vollenhoven
and Van Reissen taught. Besides
that our feel for adventure led us
there rather than to some place in
North America." And they did have
adventure. Because of the shortage in housing, their first home
was a houseboat parked in a canal
in the middle of Amsterdam. Everything was readily accessible and
Holland and the houseboat soon
became home. Coming back to
North America is a strange combination of leaving home and
coming home.
Kok's special area of concentration is the history of philosophy.
More specifically his dissertation
is a study of Vollenhoven's
systematic
philosophy.
Whiie
doing his graduate work, Kok was a
student assistant to Vollenhoven
and Van Reissen. He also led
seminars in philosophy for Engiish
language students at the Free
University. And surprisingly, he
has also taught for Dordt-as an
instructor in the Studies Abroad
Program in Amsterdam.

__

As the new Director of Resident
Life, John De Jager not oniy has
the task of housing some 1,100
students, but also of dealing with
the numerous problems and conflicts that arise.
De Jager holds a bachelor's
degree in education from Calvin
College and a master's degree in
education from the University of
Michigan in Ann Arbor. Before

---------------------------------------~

Wayne Mitchell
is Dordl's
visiting lecturer in the music
department. This year he is
responsibie for teaching Music
History
and
Vocal
Music
Education in the Secondary School.
He is also giving voice lessons and
directing the Dordt College Chamber Orchestra.
Mitchell
holds a bachelor's
degree from Augustana College in
Sioux Falls, South Dakota; a
master's degree from the University of Colorado in Bouider; and a
doctorate degree in performance,
pedagogy and literature from the
University of Iowa in Iowa City.
For the past 17 years, he was an
associate

professor

in the music

department of Westmar College in
LeMars, Iowa. While there, he
directed the madrigal choir, taught
music history courses and gave
voice lessons. He also directed

Wayne Mitchell

finish

engineering

setting

up a soiid

curriculum.

"I'm really looking forward to the
challenge," he added. "It's going
to be an exciting year."
For students coming to Dordt,
Tinga

wants

to assure

them

that

Dordt intends to eventually acquire
accreditation.
Dordl's
basic
engineering proqrarn, he said, is as
solid as any school if a student is
looking for basic skills. At Dordt a
student can receive a wider perspective on life, and the friend·
liness between staff and students
is a boost to education, he added.
"1 encourage students to come
here," said Tinga. "It should be
one of their options to choose
Dordt. The basic facilities are in
plaoe. We can
teach
core
engineering courses as well as
anybody can. There are no constraints that we can't meet."

John De Jager

L

~--~.

help

the chapel choir for eight years.
Besides his work in teaching
and directing, he has performed in
12 musicais and operas for the
Public Opera Company of the
Northwest Iowa Arts Council. He
has
also
performed
many
oratorios, concert works with orchestra, and recitals.
His work so far at Dordt has
"been great," he said. "The big
challenge is to work with the orchestra." Their first concert is
November 11 at 8 p.m. in the Dordt
College Chapel. In December they
will perform Vivaldi's "Gloria" with
the Concert Choir.
His plans for this year, he said,
are "to try to make myself do my
best and to help the kids do their
best."
Mitchell's wife Mimi has taught
part time in Dordl's music department for the past two years.

coming to Dordt, he taught math at
Grand Haven Christian School in
Grand Haven, Michigan, and Bible
and science courses at the Byron
Center Christian
Junior
High
School in Byron Center, Michigan.
He recently served for eight years
as an educator in Nigeria for the
Christian Reformed soeroot World
Missions.
His work at Dordt will include
--, dealing with the initial problems
related to housing and resident
life. He is also in charge of security
and of coordinating and helping
teach the Psych 245 course
designed for the Resident Advisors
(RAs).
"1 plan to rely heavily on the
staff-the
RAs, the RDs (Resident
Directors), Quentin Van Essen and
Karen Helder," said De Jager. "My
goal is to minimize student conflict I'
in the resident halls, to be open,
to be a resource person; and to
provide the students with the opportunity to unload if they're uptight about being on a particular
floor."
Overall, De Jager said he is concerned about the development of
all aspects of student life, and he
wants to create a positive atmosphere for student development.
"I'm really excited about being
here and being able to serve," he

I
I
I

said.
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Marvin Huisman has had a busy,
but challenging start in his new
position as professor of computer
science and as director of Dordt's
Computer Center.
Huisman holds an associate of
arts degree in mathematics from
Northwestern College in Orange
City, Iowa, a bachelor's degree in
mathematics from Calvin College,
and a master's degree in tntormation Systems Technology from
George Washington University in
Washington, D.C.
For the past four years, he
worked as a computer programmer
and analyst for the System
Deveiopment Corporation in. Cary,
North Carolina, a firm which contracted to run a computer center

Marvin Huisman

for the Environmental Protection
Agency.
Huisman said he came to Dordt
because he was attracted to the
small town area and to a Christian
academic community. '" thought it
would be a good location for
helping students learn about cornputers in a Christian atmosphere,".
he said. "We still have family and
friends here, and I thought I would
enjoy the atmosphere of a Christian
college."
At
Dordt,
Huisman
is
specifically in charge of the Nova
IV minicomputer with its nine work
stations. "I will try to keep it up and
running, to help students, and to
keep the computer operating

correctly," he said. He is also
teaching one course titled Cornputer Architecture and Assembly
Language
Programming.
This
course covers how the computer

is

designed, how data is converted
and represented and other cornpater-related topics.
In the future Huisman wants to
help Dordt expand its computer
science program, to help students
in computer science, and to give
everyonewho is interested a chance
to become familiar with cornputers.
"It is enjoyable to be in the atmosphere and environment of
Dordt College and Sioux Center,"
he said.

A native of the province of
Alberta, Nolan van Gaalen recently
completed a master's degree In
chemical
engineering
at the
University of Alberta. He is now at
Dordt
College,
teaching
mechanical

engineering

courses

and trying to develop a working
perspective

on those courses.

Van Gaalen said he has been in·
terested for some time in teaching
engineering In a Christian liberal
arts context, where students are
called to prepare themselves
professionally to work in service to
God and their neighbor. "Dordt's
goal is so much in line with that,"
he added.
Van
Gaalen
received
a
bachelor's degree in chemical
engineering from the University of
Michigan in Ann Arbor after
studying engineering for three
years at Calvin College. Before
receiving his master's degree, he ,
returned to Calvin and taught
several

pre-engineering

Nolan van Gaalen

---l

courses

for three semesters.
His long range goal at Dordt, he
said, is to develop a working perspective on the courses he
teaches. He wants to get to know
the staff, students and faculty, and
after some familiarization
he
wants to take an active role in the

on-going
assessment
of the
engineering program.
."This year is going to be a bit of
work (as it should be)," said van
Gaalen. "I want to develop courses
so they are worthwhile for students
to take. But I also want to teach
students the appropriate and
responsible use of technology for
today."

John Zwart

John Hofland

John Zwart is our new physics
professor at Dordt.
Zwart, like many other faculty, is
in northwest Iowa for the first time
-a place he never really thought
about going to until a few months
ago.
"There's sometimes a myth
about Dordt and Iowa that leaves
the impression that there's nothing
out here," said Zwart. "I must admit, before I came here for my interview, I had the same lrnpression."

But a lot of that, he said, was
demythologized in the three days
spent having interviews, talking
with
faculty
and
informally
meeting lots of people. "I'm very
pleased to be here," he added.
"There's a sense of dedication and
helpfUlness among faculty that is
more than surface. There's a
Christian spirit and sense of cooperation that stretches across the
. different fields. I'm glad to be part
of that."
Zwart graduated from Calvin
College in 1977 with a B.A. in
physics and math. He did his
graduate work at Michigan State
University and expects to cornplete his Ph.D. work this year in
experimental solid state physics.
For the last four years he has been
involved in research to gauge the
resistance of metals at very low
temperatures. Zwart describes his
work as research that tries to understand the basic properties of
metal, therefore, providing further
tools for future research. Part of
his research has already been accepted for publication in the Journal
of Physics F, a professional journal
dealing with metal physics.
Zwart and his wife Laurey
(Wyma) have a three-year-old
daughter Katie.

John Hofland is teaching theater
arts this year, replacing Verne
Meyer who is studying at the
University of Minnesota.
Hofland is no stranger to the
area; he grew up in northwest Iowa,
graduated from Dordt and taught at
the Sioux Center Christian School
for eight years. When he and his
family left last year, they thought it
was goodbye, but God works in
mysterious ways and here they are
back and enjoying their work at
Dordt.
Drama has been Hofland's first
love ever since the first play he
acted in as a student at Dordt.
However, drama has been a
relatively recent focus in his
studies. After graduating in 1969
with a biology major in education,
he taught junior high for several
years and found his interest shifting
to the language arts side of the
curriculum.
He completed an
M.Ed. In language arts education at

Robert DeSmith

Dordt now has two English
professors
from
Oostburg,
Wisconsin.
This year Robert
DeSmith joins James Schaap here

the University of Minnesota in 1973
and did additional work with the
Wisconsin
Mime School from
1977·78. In 1982, he decided to
leave junior high teaching and go
into drama. This August
he
received an M.F.A. degree in
theater from Trinity University, San
Antonio for his work at the Dallas
Theater Center.
Hofland's special interest is in
design. He was awarded the Dallas
Theater Center's award tor Outstanding Designer of the Year in
1983 and hopes to be able to continue designing
and teaching
design.

His enthusiasm

is infec-

tious and his ideas for helping
Christians
become
active
in
dramatics show a commitment to
Christian service.
John, his wife Joyce, and
daughter Stephanie are resettling
in Sioux Center, this time with a
new member of the family,
Christi Anne.

in Sioux Center.
DeSmith comes to Dordt newly
married with his wife Rebecca (Van
Someren, '80), who is teaching first'
grade at Sioux Center Christian
School.
DeSmith graduated from Calvin
College
in
1980.
Following
graduation, he attended Calvin
Seminary for one year and then
went to study literature at the
University
of
Wisconsin
at
Madison. He received his M.A.
there in 1982 and spent the past
year beginning a doctoral program.
DeSmith is at Dordt to fill a one
year opening in the English Department. He is excited about having a
year to step back slightly from the
rigorous, detailed analysis of
graduate school and concentrate
on pulling ideas together for himself and his students through his
teaching. Next year he intends to
go back· to the University of
Wisconsin to continue his studies
on Renaissance literature and the
work of John Milton.
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Dordt seeks broad base of support through churches

1983 Fall Foundation Drive
"Dordt College is commilled to
providing a truly biblical education
for young
people,"
said
Lyle
Grillers,
vice
president
for
development. "And we also believe
that Christian education is vitally
important and necessary for every
covenant
young
person."
Thus
since the 1950s, to keep Dordt's
purpose
active
and alive, the
college has held their annual Fall
Foundation Drive.
The purpose of the drive is to
help Dordt meet its operating
budget. According to Grillers, the
money comes from three sources:
1) church
quotas,
money that
comes from various classes in the
constituency;
2) denominational
offerings, money that comes from
distant
Christian
Reformed
churches; and 3)' the Fall Fou.ndation Drive. Of these three, said
Grillers, most of the money comes
from church quotas and the Fall
Foundation Drive.
The goal for this year's drive is
$250,000. Last year, according to
Gritters,
the drive's
goal was
$220,000,
and
approximately
$215,000 was raised.
The drive this year is set for the
first week in November and lnvolves almost all of the Christian
Reformed churches in the Midwest
and the West Coast as well as
many churches
in Canada. Approximately 30 other churches in

different parts of the United States
are also involved.
"Between
9,000 and
10,000
people participate
in this campaign,"
said
Grillers.
"That's
something to be very thankful for.
It's wonderful
to see the broad
base of love and loyalty there is for
Dordt in the denomination
as
shown through the support of the
Fall Foundation Drive."
In most churches local chairpeople will direct the activities of

Thy word is a lamp
to my feet
And a light to my path.
Psalm 119:105

the drive either by organizing contact people to personally call on
church members for their gifts or
by organizing
telethons.
Some
churches, which do not usechairpeople, set aside November 6 as
the Sunday people can leave their
gift envelopes in the collection
plates.
Each year letters with envelopes
for gifts are sent out to all memo
bers of the constituency,
parents
of students,
alumni
and other
friends of the college. The lellers
tell about the need and about the
program. The college then works
through the chairperson
in each
church
who organizes
contact
1983184Operational

people to pick up the gift envelopes.
The chairperson
submits
the
results from his or her church to
the development office where they
are entered into the records at
Dordt
by
individuals
and
by
churches.
"Times aren't the best but I think
people sense and appreciate that
there is a need. Costs go up, yet for
us it is amazing that in the past,
whether times have been good or
bad, the constituency
has always
responded to Dordt's needs .... We
are hopeful that people will again
respond to Dordt's need this year,"
said Grillers.

Budget

Less: Tuition and Other Income

$5,332,000

100%

4,631,000

87%

701,000

13%

Difference: Amount which must be raised
through gift support

i',[
~~

Dordt College

Gift Support Needed From:
Quotas
Offerings and Miscellaneous
Fall Foundation Drive

$375,000
76,000
250,000
$701,000

Total

FALL

FOUNDATION
DRIVE
Providing a Foundation for Christ-Centerod Learning

Admissions reaches out
to high school students
When the 1,113 students arrived
on campus in the fall, they soon
became concerned about papers,
classes, and exams. But it took
work to get the word out to those
students about Dordt College, its
academic programs, financial aid
offeri ngs, and perspective.
And
most of that work was done by
Dordt's Admissions Office.
The
Admissions
Office
is
basically comprised of three men:
Howard
Hall,
Director
of Admissions and Financiai Aid, and
the two Admissions
Counselors
Pete Hamstra and Mike Epema.
The two admissions
counselors
spend much of their time during
the school year traveling to high
schools and talking to students,
telling them about Dordt College
and about what Dordt has to offer.
Hall is in charge of financial aid at
the college, but also does some
traveling.
According to Hall, Dordt offers
students
a variety of financial
assistance.
Federal programs include the Pell Grant, Supplemental
Educational
Opportunity
Grant,
National Direct Student Loans, and
the Federally Insured Student Loan
Program.
In addition to these programs,
Dordt also offers a Canadian Grant
and Loan Program, a College
Work Study Program, a Work for
Institution
Program, and the Institutional Grant-in-Aid. According
to Hall, last year over 800 students

applied and were placed in work on
or around campus. That figure, he
said, is almost 80% of Dordt's total
enrollment.
Scholarships are also available
in music, medical technology, premedicine,
English,
physical
education,
classical
languages,
mathematics,
agricuiture,
business,
philosophy
and
other
areas.
Recently, the college added two
new scholarships.
The John B.
Hulst Teacher Education Scholarship is a $1,000 scholarship awarded
annually to a high school senior.
The
Foreign
Candy
Company
Study
Abroad
Scholarship
is
awarded
annually
to a junior
student at Dordt College to help
cover the added costs of participating
in the Study Abroad
Program.
To let those students
know
about
Dordt
College,
the admissions counselors travel to over
200 Christian high schools, visiting
students
in
church
group
meetings, Wednesday night young
peoples groups, and on Sunday
evenings before or after the service.
Through the use of pastor's
forms, the admissions counselors
know which students
from the
Christian
Reformed,
Reformed,
Protestant Reformed and Orthodox
Presbyterian churches are allending
public
high schools.
"Pastor's
forms," said Epema, "tell us where

Roxanne Nobel describes

the kids are located in the public
schools and how we can reach
them."
When talking
with
students,
whether
in large groups or in
smaller ones, both Epema and
Hamstra emphasize what Dordt
has to offer compared with- other
schools. "Our slide show very effectively talks about Dordt's perspective," said Hamstra. "We emphasize that too. We tell a student
what the difference
is between
Dordt and a public school or Dordt
and another Christian college in its
perspective
and
world-and-life
view. We also talk about academic
offerings
and
the
social
atmosphere
on campus-besides
being a Christian college Dordt is a
friendly, small college."
Each year the admissions counselors visit new places as well as
covering the usual CSI (Christian
Schools
International)
schools.
Last year they visited schools In
Washington
D.C., Texas, Alaska,
and in the Southeastern
United

registration

day procedures

to Jill De Vries.

States. This year they are hoping to
visit schools in Nova Scotia as well
as schools in smaller places like
Arlington, Washington.
Locally the admissions
counselors have visited schools in a five
to six county area. They now hope
to go further out.
"We are starting to get a few
more kids from some outlylno
areas, said Hamstra. New unique
programs
like
agriculture,
engineering,
computer
science
and data processing are drawi ng
students who didn't consider Dordt
before. Even if we don't talk to the
kids, at least we cal! inform
guidance
counselors
about our
programs, so they know Dordt is
here and. get an idea of what we
have to offer."
The Admissions
Office has a
variety of information about college
programs and college life. If you
would like to find out more about
Dordt, please write to the Admissions
Office, Dordt College,
Sioux Center, Iowa 51250.

Natural sciences look
De Witt, Leegwater
invited to summer
science seminar
Imagine eighteen professors on
the first warm Monday morning after an intensive week of testing,
grading
and
graduation
ceremonies.
You might expect
them to be spading over the garden, leisurely sorting through a
year's accumulation
of unfiled
paper, or contemplating
summer
plans while restfully sipping a cup
of tea.
Members of the natural sciences
faculty, however, pushed those
projects aside for two weeks. That
Monday morning was the beginning of Dordt's second annual
faculty divisional seminar. During
those two weeks, faculty members
met daily to grapple with issues
they felt were crucial to a carefully
spelled out Christian curriculum.
From all reports, the ten days were
long but stimulating, giving each
participant many ideas to reflect
on and implement.
The stated goal of the seminar
was to discover how to shape a
math
and
natural
science
curriculum committed to the idea
of 'serviceable insight.' To do that
they
organized
lectures
and
discussions
around
three
questions:
1. What are the implications of
the biblical teaching on creation,
fall into sin, and redemption for
developing a Christian perspective
on
mathematics,
the
natural
sciences, and technology, and how
can this perspective be most effectively communicated to students?
2. How can teachers
in the
naturat : sciences
division,
in
cooperation with one another and
with members of other divisions,
effectively organize the curriculum
and their classes to transmit the
serviceable insights, both practical
and theoretical, that they have to
offer?
3. What should be the nature and
place of research conducted by
members of the natural sciences

Natural sciences

seminar participants:

C. ~dams, P. Chang, D. Vander lee, H. De Vries, C. Jongsma, C. De Witt, R. Hodgson.

division in order to enable them to
carry out their task in scholarship
and teach ing?
Dr. Calvi n De Witt, professor of
environmental
studies
at
the
University of Wisconsin, was invited to come as a resource person
and share his insight. He presented

I was impressed with
the college's
encouraging, even
pushing us to think
creatively about what
we ought to be doing
in the sciences and
mathematics in the
light of our academic
confession.
three
lectures
on consecutive
days, each focusing on one of
these questions. The first presentation,
laying the philosophical
groundwork for the seminar, was
entitled "Application
of the Doc-

trines
of
Creation,
Fall,
and
Redemption
in
the
Christian
Liberal Arts College." The second
was a more practical look at the
"Implications
of Serviceable Insight in Liberal Arts Education."
The final lecture looked at "The
Place of Research in the Christian
Liberal Arts College."
Alter
the
lectures,
faculty
respondents
initiated
the day's
discussion
which,
aside
from
breaks for fruit and coffee or lunch,
continued
until
the
convener
finally called the session to a
close.
On Friday, Dr. J.B. Hulst addressed the seminar, urging and
encouraging faculty members to
work carefully
at implementing
Dordt's Statement of Purpose, to
do what we profess as concretely
as we can. He pinpointed several
themes
mentioned
in
the
Statement of Purpose and asked
probing questions to lead thinking
and acting.
Week Two began with a greatly
altered
format.
Participants
divided into teams to do an indepth evaluation of the curricula of

their
respective
departments.
Faculty members looked at number
and
types
of
courses,
pedagogy, research, and extracurricular factors. The results were
put into written
reports which
defended propositions consistent
with the Statement of Purpose, and
recommended
specific
changes
that would bring the rest of the
curriculum into harmony with that
Statement.
Dr. Arie Leegwater, professor of
chemistry at Calvin College, was
the invited resource person for the
second week's work. For the first
three days he attended department
working groups. On Thursday and
Friday, after the reports were
presented, Leegwater shared his
appraisal of each report. According
to Prof. Charles
Adams from
Dordt's engineering
department,
Leegwater's insights were helpful
in getting the participants to see
themselves
and
the
science
curricula from the perspective of
someone
outside
the
college
community
who
none-the-Iess
shares the same faith commitment
and philosophical foundation.

Some comments and reflections on the seminar
John Van Dyk participated in the seminar as an "outside observer."
His expertise is not in the sciences, but as drafter of the Statement of
Purpose, and as a member of the philosophy department, he could contribute from a more theoretical level. Following is a summary of his
comments about the seminar.

About their value:
"I can say nothing but good about the work and discussions that went
on. To me this seminar was long overdue and should definitely continue.
Since this was the second one of its kind, we were able to build on and
learn from the experiences of last year's Arts seminar. In our planning we
were able to take into account some weaknesses from last year and try
other approaches. I'm very positive about both seminars and look forward to futu re ones."

About the lectures:
"Cal De Witt gave some superb presentations. He comes to the
natural sciences from a somewhat different perspective than some of us
here, but it ties in very well. Many of the things he stressed fit well ~ 'th
basic themes in our Statement of Purpose: he stressed an lnteqratod
holistic approach to life, interaction .between theory and practice, and
the need for serviceable insight. But even more helpful was the fact that
he was able to give us concrete suggestions from his experience as to
how to work them out. I feel very good about what he shared."
About the seminar's relation to the Statement of Purpose:
"I think the results of the seminar confirm the Statement of Purpose.
The idea of serviceable insight was very usstut in our work on the science
curriculum. This is a unique position that stands somewhat apart from
the liberal arts tradition; education must relate to one's role in creation
and not just be a well-rounded training in the arts, humanities and
sciences. To me that is the key to Christian education."

,-
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at their curriculum
Dr. J.B. Hulst has been Instrumental in
setting out specific goals for the kind of
education Dordt Col/ege is seeking to
provide. The Voice asked President Hulst to
give some background
on the Natural
Sciences Seminar.

How did
about?

these

seminars

come

After the basic work on the
Statement of Purpose was completed, we began to consider ways
to avoid the work becoming a dead
letter.
Our
discussions
then
focused on how
to implement the
statement in our
interview
academic
program. After look- with the.
ing at a number
of ways of doing President
this,
we
concluded that unless we really made
work of it and demonstrated an institutional
commitment
to the
process,
the
implementation
wasn't going to happen. The result
was this
series
of
summer
seminars.

An

of life-the family, the church, the
factory, and the marketplace-but
education is institutionalized in
the school. The school's task,
through its curriculum,
is to
prepare students for their task of
being stewards in the creation.
The third chapter addresses the
content of the education. The
school must provide insight; but
that insight must not be abstract.
Rather it should enable the
redeemed to concretely carry out
their task in the kingdom. We refer
to this as "serviceable insight."
Here we deal with the relationship
between theory and practice, a
problem which has plagued higher
education in America. Instead of

Can you elaborate a little more on
the content of the Statement of
Purpose?
The title "Educational Task of
Dordt College," must be taken
seriously since that is what the
Statement of Purpose intends to
describe.
In the first chapter we establish
the basis of that task as the Bibie
and obedient acknowledgment of
Biblical principles in education.
We go on, in the second chapter, to
talk about the context in which the
task is performed. We point out
that education is an essential
element in preparing the redeemed
for their work in creation; they are
to
care for
God's
creation.
Education characterizes every part

Dr. J.B. Hulst

emphasizing one aspect over the
other, we speak of "serviceable insight," l.e., providing insight into
service, and describing service
which is normed, shaped, and
directed by insight.
Given this basis, the fourth
chapter looks at implementation.
The curriculum which is designed
to reflect the structure of the
created order (here we have to take
general revelation seriously) is the
means for transmitting serviceabie
insight. The curriculum includes
courses
in
the
academic

disciplines, courses in history and
contemporary
problems,
and
courses
which
consider
professional and vocational tasks.
What
is
unique
Statement?

about

this

Its uniqueness lies in its attempt
to integrate on two levels. First the
statement seeks to integrate faith
and learning by pointing out that
we must seek to understand
creation in the light of the lnscrlpturated Word of God. We must not
only take the Scriptures seriously
but also the revelation of God in
creation. We may not ignore God's
creational
revelation;
without
creational revelation education is
impossible. On the other hand,the
inscripturated Word of God is
essential because apart from the
Scriptures we cannot understand
God's revelation in creation.
The statement is also concerned
to set forth the integration of
theory
and
practice-avoiding
"abstraction" by relating insight to
kingdom service, and avoiding
"vocational
pragmatism"
by
relating service to insight.
What are your hopes for these
seminars?
There are three things I hope will
come from these seminars. First,
that we will increasingly reflect the
principles of the Statement of Purpose in the programs of the
college. Second, I hope that the
seminars will motivate us to continue to develop the curriculum
and, at the same time, encourage
the faculty in the progressive
fulfillment
of their
academic
calling. Third, this program must
strengthen the sense of academic
community that is essential to integrated, Christian scholarship.
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One department's approach
As one of Dordt's newest departments, the engineering department
is actively working on developing
and fleshing out its curriculum.
Since this growth is happening
alongside
the
writing of Dordt's
Statement of Pur- Engineering
pose, there has
been tre~endous
Department
opportunity
to
use many of the
ideas that came
up through
reflectiqn
on and
discussion of these issues.
Charles Adams, the department
until professors Wayne Tinga and
Nolan van Gaalen joined him this
year, explained how they have built
into the program many of the
themes highlighted in the seminar.
Following is a list of what they
hope to provide for their Christian
students:
1. A basic engineering education

with sufficient knowledge to allow
the
student
to
continue
his
education on the graduate level in
any of the major specialty fields of
mechanical engineering.
2. A
carefully
developed
Christian
world-and-Iife
view in
which· the student sees his occupation as an important part of
his calling and opportunity to serve
his Creator.
3. A sensitivity to the need for
redeeming technology
that will
bring the healing of the Gospel to a
world suffering under the curse.
4. The capacity for technological
problem-solving so that a student
will have the necessary skills 'to go
to work as an "engineer."
5. A
firm
foundation
in
a
Christian philosophy of technology
enabling the student to critique
the spirit of the times and direct
his life for Kingdom service as an
engineer.

• • •

6. An awareness of the need to
use technology to 'help solve the
problems of the poor.
7. Enthusiasm and excitement
for new responsible technological
discoveries.
8. The opportunity to specialize
in solar and wind energy technology
to help meet local needs and
develop necessary skills.
9. Righteous indignation at the
fOllowing
current
trends
in
technology:
the enslavement of
technology
to economics,
the
dehumanization of the modern industrial work community, faith that
science/technology
will
save
Western
culture,
violent
technology
(indiscriminant
development of pesticides and the
military industrial complex).
10. A vision for a community of
Kingdom-committed
engineers
working to become a light in this
world.

Division plans to
implement results
of summer's study
The natural sciences division is
already planning ways to utilize the
results of their summer's study. Dr.
Willis Alberda, chairman of the
division, outlined several concrete
activities they hope to bring about.
1. Each department will work
develop departmental goals and
objectives in its work of curricular
planning.
The division will:
....
2. Work on an integrative course
for thedlvlslon.
3. Appoint a summer workshop
committee to set up a divisional
workshop that addresses a current
topic.
4. Increase contact with area
high school teachers and students.
5. Develop a series of faculty
lectures for the coming academic
year.
6. Work
increasingly
toward
holism and integration with the entire faculty.
7. Experiment with curriculum
planning and pedagogy techniques
which
were discussed
at the
seminar.
8. Use the Dordt College Studies
Institute as a vehicle for finding
ways to have faculty do research
on some of the issues that were
raised during the seminar.
9. Look at ways in which team
teaching can be used to increase
effective use of the expertise of
the teaching staff and to release
some time for scientific research.

'0

There was genuine
communication
among us and a
desire to look afresh
at our programs,
teaching and research
in the light of the
Statement of Purpose.
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Small Art:
Late last spring Dordt College
sponsored a faculty art exhibition
by artist-instructors
Norm Matheis
and Jo Alberda. The show, titled
"Small Art," was a varied collection of pieces by both artists.
Fascination with "Small Art" is
not unusual among artists. In a.
short description
of the theme,
Matheis
traced
the history
of
miniaturization
from the ancient
Egyptians
through
the modern
Cubists. In their show last spring,
Matheis and Alberda joined this
tradition.
Dordt's art instructors work with
quite different media. Alberda uses
fiber as her main means of expression. "There is something very
sensual about fibers," she said.
"Their colors and textures create
rhythms
that
capture
sensory
feelings."
Unlike works that are
more pictorial,
Alberda added,
viewers don't expect to have to
look for a message in a weaving.
This gives them more freedom to
experience the sensoi")' qualities of
a piece.
Color
and
texture
were
prominent characteristics
in the
pieces Alberda displayed. Many of
them were small weavings made
from wool she had dyed, carded

Variation

and spun. They were then mounted
on fabric mats and framed. Other
pieces
included
several woven
bell pulls, silk thread weaving
glued to paper and painted with
watercolor,
an intricate
needlepoint design, and a needlepoint
and stitchery cocoon.
In her description of the pieces,
Alberda said, "Most of the works
are titled with terms familiar to
musicians. Because these small
works are really limited to a kind of
'play' with form and color, I conceived of them as a kind of visual
music. Line and melody, color and
tone, texture and harmony, form
and shape are vital elements in
both music and art."
Matheis, on the other hand, is
primarily a painter, so most of his
pieces on exhibit were paintings.
Of these pieces he said, "I have
tried to stay within the bounds the
art department had set for itself,
i.e., small. Within these bounds I
wanted to include as much variety
as possible. In terms of image and
methods of working; some -are
traditional and some are more contemporary.
Some
pieces
are
serious and some are just for fun."
The variety of Matheis' pieces
ranged from precisely captured
familiar
scenes
to
impressionistic
landscapes,
from
brightly
colored
still-lifes
to
modern
designs
in
playful
splashes of color.
Color and texture were obvious
qualities in Matheis' work also.
Vivid colors and heavily textured
paint characterized many of his
pieces. However, his painting is
definitely
not limited
to one
medium
or technique;
several
watercolors on display showed a

A faculty show

•
~

"Small Art" was exhibited

mastery of that medium as well.
Dordt's art department is committed to hosting art exhibits as
regularly as they can. This fall Dordt
will host an art show featuring
works from the faculty members
from Morningside College in Sioux
City, Iowa. "An art show is a performance, just like a music concert," said Alberda. "It Is important
for artists to be able to share what
they are doing if they are to grow
artistically."
Matheis added, "An art show
also has an educational side to it."
Through these exhibits, artists
can help educate viewers. This can
happen in different ways: seeing
and experiencing color, shape, tex-

in the chapel mezzanine

for two weeks.

ture and form can sharpen powers
of observation; seeing and asking
questions
about techniques
or
symbols can help a person understand what an artist is trying to do.
"Art"
is more than just
a
pleasant picture to hang on the
wall of our home or office. Art
speaks-like
everything else in
this world-in
a God-glorifying or
God-demeaning manner. It speaks
about and to the world in which
we live. Christian artists honestly
and artistically portraying different
aspects of that world can help us
to become more aware of objects,
ideas and situations
we might
miss. They can also frequently
help us to see them in a new light.

in Blue

Canna II

Alberda and Matheis display some of their work in the art building.
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Maggie's Song
A new musical
There is something
exciting
about watching the production of
an original show. Part of the fun is
knowing the people, part of it is
watching dance steps not quite
finalized, and part of it, in this
case, is knowing that Christians
are really getting
busy writing
and performing
original
drama.
Maggie's Song, a new musical, is
prompting
such excitement
at
Dordt College.
Maggie's Song has close ties to
us at Dordt. James Schaap from
the English department wrote the
'script, James Ward, a well known
pianist and vocalist,
wrote the
music, and Mike Stair from Ute
theater arts department is directing
the production.
The musical tells the story of
Maggie, a girl who has grown up
accompanying
her
travelling
preacher father. For years Maggie
sings and plays at revival meetings
while her father brings people to
an emotional
frenzy with
his
preaching-until
her mother dies.
Concealed hostilities
erupt; she
blames her father for her mother's
death and vows to escape him and
his pious Christianity.
Trying to
leave her past and her faith, she
takes a teaching job in a small, ob-

write something, I'll put it on and
have James Ward write the music."
Schaap came up with the script,
and Stair contacted Ward-whom
he had nevertalked to before in his
life! Ward agreed, work began and
within two months they finished a
three act musical. Because of time
restrictions at the Young Calvinist
Convention,
Maggie's Song was
performed there in a shortened
form. The full length version is
scheduled
to be performed
at
Dordt in early November.
Schaap has his own story to tell
about the process that led to
Maggie's Song. Earlier last year he
had excitedly written his first play,
Virginia
is for Lovers. "But a
musical,"
he thought, "all that
singing and dancing and carrying
on-that's
way beyond me. I'm a
realist in my writing and musicals
just aren't real;" Then one Saturday evening while sitting at home,
he happened to see Neil Diamond
in
The Jazz Singer. The main
character there is a singer. "That's
it! With that concept I can write a
musical," said Schaap. From then
on ideas began to gel. An anecdote he had heard years before
come to mind. "A lapsed, Dutch
Christian
Reformed guy," alone

Lynn De You,ng dramatically makes her point to Jeff Alons
during a rehearsal for Maggie's Song

scure, midwestern town. She succeeds for a time until a growing
relationship with a fellow teacher,
CJ, forces her to face questions
she would rather bury. A Christian
student, who begs her to play for a
church revival meeting, and the
arrival. of her searching
father
dramatically force her to face who
she is and where she is going. After an intense struggle, she is pulled
back to Christianity as the force
that gives meaning to her life.
The story behind the production
of Maggie's Song goes back to
last fall. Mike Stair was asked to
stage a performance for the Young
Calvinist Convention held in Ames,
Iowa, this summer. Stair decided
that a musical, "something
upbeat," would be most interesting
for young people. After looking at
the choices, however, he decided
that most of them wouldn't fit the
occasion. In a joking banter with
Schaap, Stair chalienged,"U
you

and teaching somewhere in the
middle of Kansas, was asked to
come to church by one of his
students. He went, and in the
emotion
of the camp meeting
frenzy, was saved. But as he stood
there babbling
in tongues,
he
became aware of his role on the
stage; he loved being the actor.
"The dynamics of all that intrigued
me," said Schaap. "The two ideas
came together-and
aren't the
story of Maggie's Song at all-but
gave a starting
point for the
musical as it is now."
Maggie's Song was originally
written for a high school or college
audience, and its energy, topic and
characters will keep it particularly
appealing to young people. But it
should have a broader appeal as
well. The music is driving and alive,
but not overpowering. The criticisms that Maggie and CJ voice in
the first act challenge us to reflect
on our own faith and life. And the

As Maggie, talented

Cindy Rlpperdan sings, dances and plays piano.

conversion, a crucial part of the
It may be good, however, that
play, is not just a superficial,
Maggie's Song is overtly Christian
everything-will-be-okay-now solution.
for a couple of reasons: the subIt is a struggling process that pulls
ject was well suited to the tone of
the audience along.
the Young Calvinist Convention,
The conversion scene probably
arid as a first musical written by
presents
the
most
difficult
Schaap and Ward for the Christian
problem of the play. The fun- community, it can be a helpful tool
damentalist strain in us is drawn to
to get people involved in Christian
happy endings and lightning conver- drama. "This isn't just romantic
sions. But they so easily border on religious sentiment; the story is
unreal melodrama. Both Stair and
real. This could be a true-to-life exSchaap feel strongly that there is a perience. Things like this do napneed to face these situations, but
pen," said Schaap. "Good plays or
they must be done honestly.
stories can be explicit if done well.
"There must be a struggle, not a Chariots of Fire is a fine example."
milk-toast
conversion,"
said
The theater arts department has
expended a lot of time and energy
Schaap. And Stair makes that more
concrete by pointing to Maggie's
on this musical. Stair remarked
realization
that
she
needs
that this time has probably been a
Christianity to live. She must make
more valuable learning experience
a decision. But that decision is not
than any regular courses could
just an isolated event; it is part of
ever be. The key to theater arts
education is to transmit dramatic
the covenant that surrounds God's
insight to students. "In one sense
people. "Once you are a child, you
are his. God is at work here
you can do that by acting anything,"
said Stair.
But working
with
reclaiming His own," says Stair. As
Maggie says, "Some things aren't
Maggie's Song, starting from the
new, they just have to be repeated
ground up has been tremendously
until you understand them."
educational, he added. And while it
The musical is obviously and
may not be dramatically
llfematerial
for the lnexplicitly Christian. When asked if .changing
dividual
students,
it
presents
every work has to be as explicit to
possibilities
for developing
an
be Christian, Schaap replied, "No,
but one's Christianity must be in
awareness of Christian service in
the corpus of his work. The topics
the lives of students who want to
chosen and the way they're treated
go on in acting. "Drama and all the
must show a starting point."
arts, because they are performed,
are particularly useful in educating
people," said Stair. "As writers and
actors we must keep working and
learning to understand how best to
serve each other."
What
are future
plans
for
Maggie's Song? Stair plans to take
the musical on a tour with the
Dordt Repertory Touring Theater
in January to introduce the work to
other
Christians.
He is also
hopeful that it will be published
soon so that it can be made
available to Christian hiGh schools.
Said Stair, "As a member of the
Dordt community and because I
serve the Christian community, i
would like to see this musical in
their laps and have the pleasure of
saying, 'This is available;' If we can
encourage artists with a little more
than pats on the back, they might
write some more. And that can't
Mike Stair gets rehearsals roiling
for this fall's production.
hurt anybody in the Kingdom."
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The Dordt College

Studies
Institute
A link with the Reformed community
The Dordt College Studies Institute is an active part of Dordt's
ongoing commitment
to develop
and share concrete Christian insights with the larger Reformed
community.
The Studies Institute was set up
in 1979. Since that time some
structural
changes
have been
made, but the goals remain firm.
They are:
to carryon advanced study and
scholarly
research
which
builds on the Statement of Purpose;
to serve and support the college
and the Christian community-atlarge with specific insights for
daily Christian service:
to provide a vehicle for sharing
this research and these insights.
Dr. Rockne
McCarthy,
coordinator of the Studies Institute,
works closely with President J.B.
Hulst to set the direction
and
program for each year's activities.
In a recent report to the faculty and
administration, he summarized the
past and future work of the institute.

1982-1983
In 1982-83, the institute had five
fellows:
B.J.
Haan,
President
Emeritus;
McKendree
Langley,
fellow in' Abraham Kuyper Studies;
Rockne
McCarthy,
fellow
in
American
Studies;
Gordon
Spykman,
Visiting
Fellow
in
Theology;
and John Van Dyk,
Fellow in Institutional Purposes,
One major joint project emerged
from the fellows research, a book
entitled
Societal Pluralism: The
Third Way. Although the book is
still
awaiting
publication,
the
typescript is already being used in
the political science departments
of several Christian colleges.
Individually members also completed a variety of projects: a book
on Abraham Kuyper, a booklet entitled American Civil Religion for
the "Christian,
Perspectives
on
History
Series",
of
Christian
Schools International
(CSI), and
another booklet for CSI entitled
"Foundational
Principles
of
Christian Education."
In addition
fellows
lectured,
wrote
for
academic journals, and published
articles
in
several
Christian
publications.
The Studies Institute also sponsored several service-oriented activities. The first of these was the
Faculty Natural Science Seminar
(see pages 6-7).
In a direct educational outreach
to high schools,
the Institute
sponsored
a day-long
faculty
workshop entitled "Writing Skills:
A Concern of Ail." Three Dordt
professors gave presentations on
different aspects of the problem:
Gloria Goris Stronks on "The Hard
Realities
of
Writing,"
Rick

Eigenbrood
on
"Developing
Writing Skills for the Learning Disabled Student," and Mike Vanden
Bosch on "Writing Skills: Practical
Suggestions for the High School
Teacher." This workshop is the first
in a series of five that the Studies
Institute
hopes to sponsor and
make available to Christian high
schools. To best meet the schools'
needs, topics for these workshops
are chosen in consultation
with
Christian high school teachers.
Although Dordt professors have
regularly participated as speakers
or consultants
to
area
high
schools, the Studies Institute is
hopeful that a more structured and
in-depth look at crucial issues in
Christian education will benefit the
growth of our Christian educational
programs. We would encourage
you to make use of the preparation
and expertise of these professors.
If you would like to have the
workshop held in your school or
area, sirnply
write
the
Dordt
College Studies Institute for information.
The
Co-Curricular
Events
Program
Committee,
a
subcommittee of the Studies Institute,
plans Fall and Spring Faculty Lecture Series, and sponsors pertermances in the arts as well as
special interest lectures or performances. The committee
also
works closely
with the Staley
Foundation Lecture Committee.
This past year the Dordt community attended a wide range of
events sponsored by this committee: the History Department Fall
Faculty Lectures entitled "White,
Red, and Kosher: History as a Practical
Art";
James
Dekker
on
Guatamala; Galen Meyer on War;
James Schaap reading from his
writings; the Scully Piano duo; lectures by Dr. John Van Engen and Dr.
John Timmerman;
the Business
Department Spring Lecture Series
on Economic Justice and Christian
Responsibility.
The
committee
also
funded
a
professional
choreographer
to
help
stage
Fiddler on the Roof.

Dordt Touring troupe members

One exciting outreach of the
Studies Institute was the spring
tour of the Dordt Repertory Touring
Theatre. Theatre arts professor
Mike Stair and four students, Jeff

Alons, Lynn De Young, Mike Brands
and Cindy Ripperdan, spent ten
days traveling to high schools in
Illinois,
Michigan
and Ontario.
Schools
were able to choose
presentations from the tour repertoire: a chapel, a light assembly, a
one-act play, or workshops
in
acting,
movement
and
stage
violence.
Reports from both the cast and
host schools indicated that the
tour was lots of fun, greatly appreciated and very educational. For
Stair and the theatre arts students
the trip was busy (moving to
another school every day, sleeping
at another house every night), but
educationally
challenging.
Each
day they had to adjust
their
performance
to
different
auditoriums, audiences and expectations.
The schools, responding to a
questionnaire,
gave
an
overwhelmingly
positive appraisal of
the content, style and message of
the productions. They were also
.very pleased with the cordiality
and conduct of the troupe members. Following
are comments
from some of the schools:
"We had very positive responses
from the students and staff. The
workshops were challenging, applicable and fun. Could you send
any information ... I could use to
enhance my drama class?"
"You are a gift to the church and
a fine tribute to Dordt College."
"Your
excellent
presentation
made me proud to be a Dordt
graduate. I'm happy to see Dordt
leading various Christian
communities in the area of the arts."

1983-84 fellows:

of pop culture, especially as seen
in television and popular fiction."
In addition, time will be spent on
research and curricular writing in
the field of muscular and cellular
biology, and on completing
the
book on societal pluralism.
Many programs and activities
are also planned for this year. (1) A
Faculty Forum will provide a place
for faculty members to struggle
together with issues facing our
world; the nuclear issue will likely
be the first in this series.
(2) The B.J. Haan Lecture Series
begins this fall. In April of 1982, the
Board of Trustees set up these lectures in honor of Rev. Haan's twentythree years as President and nearly
forty years of active service to
Christian Education. The purpose
of this ten-year series is to address
major areas of education that need
more in-depth study and working
out.
This year's topic is "A Christian
Approach to Instruction: Exploring
the Contours." Presentations will
be given by Prof. Larry Reynolds,
"Describing
Instruction:
Basic
Assumptions";
Prof.
Kenneth
Bussema, "Developmental
Considerations
for a Theory of Instruction";
Prof.
Paul
Moes,
"Describing Instruction: The Role
of Learning Theory"; and Prof.
Gloria
Goris
Stronks,
"From
Theory to Instruction: Applications
for Christian Schools." These lectures will
be published
as a
monograph and distributed by the
Studies Institute.
(3) The Social Sciences Division
will
hold this
year's
Summer
Faculty Seminar, continuing
the

back row: J. Koldenhoven,
J. HUlst, R. Vander Mey, J. Schaap
front row: D. Vander Zee, M. Vanden Bosch, B. Haan, R. McCarthy

1983,84
This year's Studies
Institute
Fellows are B.J. Haan, President
Emeritus;
James
Koldenhoven,
Fellow in Theatre Arts; Rockne
McCarthy,
Fellow
in American
Studies; James Schaap, Fellow in
English;
Mike
Vanden
Bosch,
Fellow in English; Randall Vander
Mey, Fellow in English; and Delmar
Vander Zee, Fellow in Biology.
A core group of fellows from the
English
department
will
be
working simultaneously in their individual
areas of expertise
to
provide
their
Christian
understanding of how to respond to the
"arts." In his report to the faculty,
McCarthy
outlined
the
year's
research: "The work will include
such things as research designed to
provide the college community
with a better understanding of how
Dordt and its constituent/public
relate to each other in the area of
the arts; the completion of a novel
and a series of essays; the critical
study of popular films in North
America and the organization of a
film seminar on campus; the study

overall curriculum work begun by
the arts and science divisions.
(4) Preparations are also being
made to organize an International
Development
Committee
that
would
concentrate
on Dordt's
responsibility
in the International
area. This committee,
through
visiting lecturers or other activities,
will try to probe the matter of
global responsibility.
(5) As a follow-up to the 1982-83
Faculty Summer Seminar, the Arts
Division will present this year's
Fall Faculty Lecture Series, entitled "Something
is Wrong with
the Way We Learn."
The spring
lectures
by the
Foreign Language Department will
focus on "Global Awareness from
a Christian Perspective: Language
and International Studies." Many
other events are still in the planning stages.
Through
these
efforts,
the
Studies
Institute
is one very
tangible way Dordt is reaching out
to you. Please remember its work
in your prayers and also take advantage of the publications
and
lectures that are available.
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Liturgy and Music in Reformed Worship
Dordt and CRC Board of Publications
sponsor joint conference
Over 300 people took time out
from their regular summer plansor built their summer plans around
-this
summer's conference
on
Liturgy and Music in Reformed
Worship.
The conference,
held
here
on
campus,
was
cosponsored by Dordt College and
the Board of Publications of the
Christian Reformed Church.
Although conferences on music
and
liturgy
have
been
held
irregularly throughout the past fifteen years, interest
in working
toward greater liturgical unity has
recently increased.
In 1979, Calvin College and the
Board of Publications
of the
Christian
Reformed Church cosponsored
a major liturgy conference.
From those
sessions
emerged an "unofficial"
committee on liturgy and music which
committed
itself to serving the
Christian Reformed Church. Partly
as a result of this committee's
steady work, Synod approved the
appointment
of Emily Brink as
music editor for the revised Psalter
Hymnal. The regional conferences
held last summer in Edmonton,
Toronto, and Grand Rapids also
grew from the work of the committee.
Dordt's Music and Liturgy Conference this past summer continued these efforts of Reformed
Christians to work together on this
important area of their lives.
But is liturgy simply an order of

Stained glass window in Dordt's chapel.

worship or something more? How
can we as Reformed Christians
enrich our congregational worship
by structuring our services in a way
that integrally directs our service
and praise to God? What are some
concrete ways we as families in a
larger family can focus our worship? These are some questions
that were addressed behind-thescenes in the many sessions held
during the three days of the conference.
Each day of the conference
focused on one theme. On Wednesday,
Dr. Howard
Hageman
from New Brunswick Theological
Seminary opened the first plenary
place the family should pray and
session with a lively speech titled,
worship together, even if it means
"Liturgical Integrity-What
are the younger children do not always
Issues?" Hageman urged the con- understand the sermon. He felt
ferees to ask the major question:
they will learn to love and worship
"Do the parts of the service hold
God by watching their parents bow
together?" Do the words from the
before Him.
people (liturgy), relate to the Word
The day's workshops drew on
from God (sermon)? Only when . the experience of Christian leaders
they do, he said, can we have who work with children in worship.
liturgical integrity.
Friday's sessions centered on
Hageman chose to focus par- the new Psalter Hymnal. In the
ticularly on the musicai side of plenary session Emily Brink and
liturgy, stressing the danger that
members of the Psalter Hymnal
music may become entertainment
Revision Committee described the
and performance rather than com- criteria they have used to select
munal worship. The congregation
psalms and hymns for the revised
must have the principie role in edition of the Psalter Hymnal. They
singing; choirs should exist to lead also shared new songs.
Workshops were held on the Use
and
support
congregational
singing.
He. also
gave some of the Service Book, New Psalms
suggestions for choosing music: it and Hymns, The Psalms as Poetry,
must be understandable, the text
and Creative Use of the Psalter
should be accessible, the words
Hymnal.
Busy as that agenda might
should focus on God, not us, and
the music should fit the text. He sound, many other activities went
concluded by reiterating that wor- on between these sessions.
Dordt's music facilities
were
sh ipis
God-d irected not mancentered. That truth must direct
well used. The conference began
our planning, so that as we work in and ended with a concert in the
our different churches, we offer
Chapel. In these concerts,
the
the best we can with our talents.
Casavant organ played a prominent
Workshops held the rest of the
role in performances
of pieces
day explored concrete ways to
work at liturgical
unity and in'
tegrity.
Thursday was Children's Church
Day. Morris Greidanus, pastor of the
First Christian Reformed Church in
London, Ontario, and A. James
Heynen from the Board of Publications of the Christian Reformed
Church spoke for and against a
separate
children's
service.
Greidanus felt that children learn
best at their own level and have a
built·in
love
for
responding.
Children should definitely be part
of the family worship service but
may not be best served by sitting
through a sermon they don't really
understand. A sermon that all age
levels can understand and respond
to may be too simplistic, he felt.
He
proposed
having
young
children participate in the first part
of the service and then, during the
sermon, go to a children's worship
service geared to their age level.
Heynen on the other hand felt
that worship should be a family
dialogue; the preacher is like the
father telling stories. The sermon
should
not be an educational
treatise. A worship service is one

Howard Slenk directing conference

choir.

visiting organists could use back
home.
In addition
each
day
featured a noon hour organ recital
by such organists
as Marilyn
Mulder of Trinity Christian College,
Chris Teeuwsen, a Dordt graduate
now studying in the Netherlands,
and Jacobus Kloppers from The
King's College.
Another highlight of the conference was a dramatic production
titled "In Places Where They SingPart II: Events in the History of
Sacred Music, Historical Drama in
Seven Parts." Dr. Howard Slenk
from Calvin College wrote the
script and then, three days before
curtain,
directed
a
marathon
series of rehearsals with twenty
devoted former choir students. The
final production created a genuinely
enjoyable evening.
And, of course, every conference
must end with a good banquet.
Enlivened by flute, harpsichord, a
duet and handbells,
over 300
people chatted, recapped, and enjoyed the end of three busy but inspiring days. The concluding concert by the conference choir, directed by Slenk, was a truly fitting
gift of praise and thanks to God.

Emily Brink playing examples
of pieces for church chctrs.

Ren Broekhuizen
for children's

giving ideas

sermons.
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Faculty news
Summer is a lovely but sometimes forsaken
time on Oordt's
campus. If you look hard enough,
though, you will usually find some
faculty members hidden in their offices or behind computer terminals.
But at anyone
time, there are
probably
more faculty
members
gone
than
on campus-taking

Karen Helder did not come
back from England this summer
with a British accent, but she did
come back with 12 weeks of
practicum work completed for
her master's degree in social
work at the University of Iowa in
Iowa City.
Helder spent her summer in
Corby, England, a small village
located 60 miles north of London.
The town at one time had a
thriving steel industry, said
Helder. Now work is scarce and
there is 22-25% unemployment.
Helder worked with
the
Northamptonshire Social Service
Department. She worked with a
team of 12 people and visited 35
agencies including a detention
center for boys, residential treatment centers, the Bedford
Prison, a juvenile court, adult
court, psychiatric
hospitals,
facilities for the handicapped,
and other places. She also
carried a small case load.

courses,
attending
conferences,
doing
research
or
traveling.
Because
these
summer
educational
interludes
are crucial
to maintaining
professional
expertise
and
providing
quality
education,
we'd like to share some'
of the work faculty members did
this summer.

Joanne Alberda of the art department attended a photography
workshop in May at the University
of Wisconsin in Madison. The
workshop was taught by John
Sexton, and dealt with all aspects
of taking and printing archival
quality photographs. She also
taught a two-week workshop in art
materials and methods for elementary classroom teachers as part of
the SPICE workshops held at
Redeemer College in Hamilton,
Ontario.

Randall Vander Mey was appointed to the Christian Reformed
Church Task Force on Periodicals
for the Board of Publications. Their
task is to layout the blueprint for
developing the periodicals in the
Christian Reformed Church for the
next five to ten years, and to
critique and recommend changes
for the future. The Task Force met
once in June, September and October. A report on thei~ findings
will eventually be presented to
Synod.
Kornelius J. Boot, associate
professor of linguistics, received
his doctor of arts degree this
summer from the State University
of New York at Stony Brook. Boot's
dissertation is titled "Curricular
Guidelines for Foreign Language
Instruction at the Undergraduate
Level," and deals with the whole
curriculum as well as foreign
language programs. The dissertation also focuses on the needs of
today, the needs of students and
how these needs fit in with the
curriculum.
The emphasis for the study, he
said, is on "communicative competence," a new approach to
teaching foreign language whose
main objective is to bring students
as quickly as possible to a level at
which they are able to communicate and use a foreign
language.

Dr. Calvin Jongsma attended the
fourth biennial conference on
Christianity and Mathematics held
at Wheaton College this past May.
Jongsrna led a workshop review of
Morris Kline's book, Mathematics:
Loss of Certainty_
Together with Dr. Gene Chase
from the mathematics department
of Messiah College in Grantham,
Pennsylvania, Jongsma recently
completed
an
annotated
Bibliography of Christianity and
Mathematics. The bibliography
covers the period from 1900 to the
present and contains over 300
items with brief abstracts for most
of them. Dordt College Press will
publish the booklet this-fall.

Dr. W.J. Stronks was director of
The Netherlands Program in
Holland for three weeks in May. He
went with a group of students who
studied there for a full semester.
Students came from Dordt, Calvin
and The King's colleges.
For the first three weeks in June,
Stronks enrolled as a student himself, at Estudio Internacional Sampere in Madrid to practice his
language skills. He also spent
some time traveling in Spain.

Dr. Delmar Vander Zee received
notice in mid-May of a three-year
Research Corporation grant to
continue his study of chloroplast
biogenesis. The grant will include
summer stipends for one to two
students for the summers of 1984
This past summer, Dr. George and 1985.
Faber of Dordt's education departVander Zee also attended the
ment participated in a writing
American
Society
of
Plant
project for Christian Schools InPhysiologists'
annual meeting
ternational. A fifth grade science held in Fort Collins, Colorado in
text (student books and teacher
early August. He presented a paper
guide) titled "Plant for Food" was
on somatic embryogenesis from
written. The text focused on how
tissue culture callus using rice
plants are used for food and on mimic grass. Scientists from
stewardship responsibilities.
Washington
State
University
Faber also taught two computer collaborated on the research and
workshops on campus for com- report.
munity people. The purpose of the
workshops was to introduce computer applications such as word
Dr. Gloria Goris Stronks was
processing.
invited in May to present a paper
on her research into the psychological and sociological factors in reading to special interest
Four Dordt College faculty
groups
at
the
International
members participated this past
Reading Association Conference
summer in two of the five
in Anaheim, California. Her paper
workshops on Christiani1y and
was titled "What Brings the Reader
the Humanities sponsored by
to Reading?"
the Christian College Coalition.
James Koldenhoven attended
the Christian and Literary
CharlesAdamsof the engineering
Theory Workshop at Barrington
department
spoke
at
the
College in Rhode Island, along
Association
for
Reformed
Comwith James Vanden Bosch, who
munications conference at Trinity
is now teaching at CalvinCollege.
Christian College in Palos Heights,
Dr. Dallas Apol and Dr. Kornelius
Illinois, held in June. His speech
J. Boot attended the Christianity
was titled "Technology and Comand Linguistics Workshop at
munications-What it is and What
Bethel College in Minnesota.
We Do With it."
The workshops and a concluding institute on Christianity
and the Humanities was made
As well as chairing Dordt's
possible through a $215,000 natural sciences seminar, Dr. Willis
grant from the National EnAlberda taught a Computers in
dowment for the Humanities.
Education workshop for the Summer
Program
in
Christian
Education (SPICE) in early July.
Dr. Syne Altena of the physical The SPICEworkshops were held at
education department received the Redeemer College in Hamilton,
District 15 Women's Track Coach Ontario, and were attended by
of the Year Award. There are 12 teachers from member schools of
NAIA teams in District 15.
the Ontario Alliance of Christian
Altena was also voted Area IV Schools.
Women's Track Coach of the Year
Alberda also taught a similar
at the national track meet in workshop at Dordt in late July for
Charleston, West Virginia. Area IV teachers from as far away as
includes the states of Iowa, Min- California and as close as Minnesota, Wisconsin and Missouri.
nesota, South Dakotaand Iowa.

Special Subscribers Organization holds telethon
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On May 19, 1983 the Dordt
College
Special
Subscriber
Organization held their first
telethon. Through this telethon
and three others that followed,
the organization added 144 new
members.
The founders of Dordt College
created the Special Subscriber
Organization in 1960. They
realized that Dordt, like all other
colleges, must demonstrate
some financial stability in order
to
receive
complete
accreditation of its academic
programs.

These funds are set aside to
subsidize the college's budget
should an economic emergency
arise that could severely affect
Dordt's tuition and gift income.
The funds can also be used as
temporary financing should an
opportunity for academic or
physical expansion present itself.
The purpose of the Special
Subscriber Organization is to involve as many of Dordt's constituents as possible. These
constituents give a small, annual gift as long as they are

willing and able. Continued annual membership dues and interest income provide the fund's
growth.
These four telethons have
provided the Special Subscriber
Organization with its recent
membership growth. This year
membership rose from 878 to
1,104 members, with 144 of the
226 new Subscribers coming
from these telethons. The
majority of those contacted
were alumni who were called by
fellow alumni.

